
A diminutive figure in a Jawa robe, gonk droid in tow, enters a large conference room filled with
a menagerie ofalien and human characters engaged in idle chat, standing around a circular
conference table in the center with a podium at one end. The Jawa steps behind the podium and

up on to a platform, allowing the Lambda Commander to see over the top ofthe lectern. Stationed to his right is his trusty
Gonk droid, and translator, GNK-P.

Pilots, please take a seat. It has been a while since our last debriefing, so let us get to it. This past
month has had us flying in all directions. While we fought to ensure the Kilji lacked a controlling presence
in the Tkon rift, our attention was also on a second front with TIE Corps in Battle. Luckily you put forth a
commanding presence in the months leading up to the campaign in the chaos region that afforded us the
flexibility to tackle both at once. As we await the results ofTIE Corps in Battle Season Seven, we rest and
prepare to mobilize the squadron in the coming months. With two new games in the mix, we have more
opportunities than ever to grow as a squadron. If you have ideas of activities or events you would like to see
implemented at the squadron level or above, feel free to send me a holo-transmission (DM) with your
ideas. My doors are always open, though beware of the loth-cat. She can be a little territorial.
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FLYING AWARDS 02/01 : 02/29

PERFORMANCE 02/01 : 02/29

Next, as you are no doubt aware, we have two new faces among our ranks. Returning to his post in Lambda
Squadron as Lambda 2-4, we have veteran skilled pilot and former Commander ofBeta squadron, CPT Xye! The
original formal request was for CM Elleohh, but it was returned, stamped with a large “Best I can do.” It appears we
will need to learn to make do, for now. On the bright side, we also have another pilot who joined us in March. He is
a relatively new face, recently back from the reserves and ready to take our newly approved game, Destiny 2, by
storm. Please give a big Lambda welcome to Lambda 2-3, LT Sam Arsio!

With Squadron Remobilization approaching in the months ahead, begin to brainstorm ideas of changes you
would like to see to our ship composition or mission. This may even come in the form ofadding a Lambda-
customized ship. Some aspects of our squadron identity, such as mottos, nicknames, and description do not require
special permission to adjust. So, if you have a clever idea of a change that would better express who we are as a
squadron, I expect you to speak up! Our squadron is what we make of it!

Now, before you is a summary of our performance over the given period. Look it over and let me know if you
see anything that looks ary. Keep in mind the medals listed below indicate the month they were awarded, not
necessarily earned. Details of each award are recorded on your pilot record, if you wish to cross reference.

SQUADRON CHANGES



As I wrap up this meeting, I would like to thank you for continuing to be awesome. It is solely you and
your continued support and encouragement that allows me to continue in the roll ofCommander and
makes the additional workload worthwhile. As long as you permit me to maintain my position, I will strive
to do better for you and the TC, working to further the goal ofmaking a fun and engaging environment
that we can all enjoy. This meeting took a lot longer than I had anticipated. Hopefully I have found a
method of creating these reports that both aids in their ease of creation and modification and is a more
sustainable format for archival. Look forward to more frequent squadron reports in the future!

Lambda, dismissed.

UTINNI!
CMDR-ROA/LC Gytheran/Lambda/Wing I/ISDII Hammer/Battlegroup I
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